Understanding your royalty statement

Where your
works were
used

How your works
were used

User invoice
number and
your account ID

Amount withheld (for mandatory social security
contributions, health insurance, etc.) and paid to
URSSAF as welfare contributions.
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Gross portion : the portion
paid to you before Adagp
deducts its handling fees

Net portion : the portion
paid to you feesafter Adagp
has deducted its handling

Lump-sum VAT allowance (10%):
- 9.2% paid to the French Treasury
- 0.8% paid to artists
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How royalties are distributed and paid
How it works
How are collected royalties distributed ?
Adagp collects and manages royalties of many different types. The way in which they are collected and distributed
therefore depends on how they are managed. There are two management methods:
-

Individual management , which accounts for around 60% of the royalties that artists receive from Adagp, on
average. Adagp monitors how artists’ works are used, artist by artist, work by work, across museum exhibitions,
derivative works, books, the press, resale of works, etc.

-

Group management, in cases where individual management is not possible (around 40% of royalties). This method
covers royalties for private copying (audiovisual and digital), photocopying, TV, video platforms,and library loans.
Royalties are distributed according to the applicable distribution rules as set by the board of directors and approved
by the General Meeting. They can be found on the ADAGP website (www.adagp.fr).

How often are royalties distributed ?
Under individual management, there is no specific timetable. Royalties are distributed as soon as they are collected.
Under group management, there is a specific timetable :
-

royalties from private digital copying, reprographics and library loans are distributed annually in April-May.

-

royalties from private audiovisual copying, cable TV and audiovisual are distributed in October for the previous year.

What is the handling fee deduction ?
Adagp deducts its handling fees (also known as administration fees) directly from the royalties it collects. The deduction
arrangements are governed by article 20 of Adagp’s articles of association and approved by the board of directors.
The deduction corresponds to a percentage of the royalties collected, i.e. the difference between the gross portion
(before deduction) and the net portion (after deduction).
For authors who are members of Adagp
Handling fees are deducted at the following rates:
-

resale, name rights: 15% ;
reprographics, educational uses and private copying: 13% ;
commission contracts, exibition right: 10% ;
library loans: 3% ;
other royalties (France): 20%.

For royalties earned outside France
Adagp works with 50 partner organisations that collect royalties in their national territory on behalf of ADAGP members.
In return, Adagp collects royalties on behalf of these other organisations’ members in France.
The relationships between Adagp and its partners are governed by unilateral or reciprocal representation agreements,
which state how much each organisation deducts for handling fees.
Deductions on royalties earned outside France vary between 0% and 30%, depending on the types of royalty in
question.
The board of directors sets the handling fee rates that apply to royalties collected directly by ADAGP in other countries
where it has no partnership agreement with another organisation:
-

resale: 15%
all other royalties: 30%.

Adagp’s average deduction was 12,77% in 2019.
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